Weather Control – NOAA Altering Hurricane Image Files
By Ted Twietmeyer

NOAA animation showing hurricane Matthew heading straight to coastal Florida [1]
In a previous article on hurricane Matthew weather control this author was looking for evidence of
weather control. It was found and published in detail here on Rense.com. If you have not read this
article, please review it first to better understand what will be reviewed here.
This article on 10/6/16 began as a simple update - but much more was found which will be covered.
Government image servers employed by GOES and NOAA store images of storms and weather events
world-wide. These government servers store images with filenames in numeric succession, much like
serial numbers.
Below is the source image used in my previous article. Note serial number shown at the bottom (by
NOAA) appears as 0445Z.
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Fig. 1 Un-modified NOAA EG54.JPG image downloaded from [2] used in the previous article.
NOAA shows 10 4 2016 as the date in this image.

Fig. 2 Image from http://www.goes.noaa.gov/EVENTS/EG54.JPG downloaded 10/6/2016
At the bottom edge of Fig. 2 above is NOAA serial number 1745Z. This image is a different serial
number when compared to Fig. 1 on 10/4/2016 and a newer date.
These two different images came from the exact same URL.
This should not be possible. Image in Fig. 2 should have a higher file serial number like EG55.JPG but
does not.

Furthermore, this author could not find a newer image such as EG55 on the server as of 10/6/16.
Attempting to access EG55 at that URL only produced an error message. Yet image file names with
lower serial numbers are present.
One may think you could just search for EG55 in the server EVENTS directory. But attempting to
access the EVENTS directory on the server at http://www.goes.noaa.gov/EVENTS produces a
“forbidden” error message.
Let's put all this aside and examine the newer image downloaded on 10/6/16:

Fig. 3 Square cloud formations - which are not normal in nature. These are not image artifacts.
1 A square or possible polygon formation out in the Gulf of Mexico
2 3 4 Three pairs of square formations in an almost straight line
5 6 7 Single square formations in an almost straight line
Most likely other square or polygon formations have formed and disappeared in the past two days
which may continue steering this hurricane toward the US southeast coastal states. It is not known what
function these irradiated areas perform, but steering and increasing storm intensity are two possibilities.
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Fig.4 – Irradiated cloud patterns and alignments are very different as shown in earlier article
Compare irradiated cloud formations in Fig. 4 from two days earlier with those found today in Fig. 3.
Observations provided in the previous article still stand. We know more about hurricane Matthew - it is
now a Category 4 storm heading straight for Florida, Georgia and the Carolinas. Officials stated
millions are expected to be without power for weeks to months. Authorities have stated many areas
may become uninhabitable. Less than 200,000 of the 2 million people told to evacuate have done so.
If this storm is the result of any form of weather control technology or it is an ill-fated attempt to
control the storm, it will be the greatest criminal act by any government against its own population in
this century.
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